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repeat his threat that he would not accept the consequences of
defeat, but it is questionable if it was necessary to do so. On a
programme so varied it was difficult to get a solid majority for
rejection., and a good many difficulties—another increase in the
beer tax, for instance—had been privately smoothed over before-
hand. To the programme succeeded the formal Budget and here
the fight raged more seriously. The Populists objected to certain
details in the incidence of the new taxation and withdrew the
finance minister from the cabinet; the Socialists who had voted
for more than one of the Budget proposals stood out for an increase
in income tax. Again Bruening repeated his warning; the govern-
ment regarded their proposals as urgently necessary to bring the
national finances into order and would not either withdraw or
modify them. Party passions were rising, and as they rose private
negotiations became more difficult. The uncompromising tones
of the chancellor made them impossible and, after a vain attempt
to secure some sort of concession, the Socialists announced that
they would not save the ministry. On the next division the govern-
ment were defeated by 256 votes to 193, a few of Hugenberg's
party refusing to follow their leader in voting against. Amid scenes
of great excitement the Economic party brought in a motion to
dissolve parliament; it was defeated. The Communists followed
that up with a vote of no-confidence; it too was defeated. But
the chancellor was in earnest. That the parties had no intention
of driving him from office he knew; that a majority was possible
after negotiation was evident from the events of that day; the
fate of the Budget and the whole of the government programme
was not really threatened. But he had to justify his own menaces.
This was precisely the case which he and his friends had envisaged
in the days when they were constructing a government. An essen-
tial part—essential, that is, in the eyes of the cabinet—of the
government programme had been rejected. It had been agreed
then that the challenge should be accepted the moment it was
thrown down, in the belief that one lesson would be enough and
that no more challenges would be issued.
In the light of that decision he acted. Next day the Reichstag
learned that the measures they had rejected had been put into

